
OVERHEARD AT THE 
ATTENDANCE FORM

Astronomy 98/198: Python for Astronomers



1/29: WHAT DID YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT 
WINTER BREAK? :)

 I enjoyed the lack of homework and stress. I was 
finally able to sleep in

Visiting Florida and doing astrophotography.

 Joining the math Olympics team which at the same 
time is a torture :)

 I work in at Lawrence Hall Of Science in the 
Planetarium, I enjoyed working a lot! GOTTA GET THIS 
BREAD

SLEEEEP.



1/31: WHAT'S YOUR LEAST FAVORITE FRUIT?

 I love all the fruits :))

a ripe banana

 jackfruit for sure

Dragonfruit

 i don't like vegetables, only like fruit

pomegranates :(

Apple bc child labor



2/5: IF YOU COULD TRAVEL ANYWHERE IN 
THE UNIVERSE, WHERE WOULD YOU GO?

 I would escape to the one place that hasn't been 
corrupted by Capitalism: SPAAAAACE

A black hole where I can die

a black hole because I want to know if the main 
character from Interstellar was telling the truth.

To the Orion!

a dimension where i could get a 4.0 and get 10 
hours of sleep a night



2/7: WHAT'S THE BEST BAD SCIENCE YOU'VE 
EVER HEARD?

 wut

 wat

 Idk

 flat earth

 Flat Earth

 the earth is flat lmao

 if you stare at the sun long enough you'll become immune to it

 my dad told some guy at work about a fake particle called a 
"quantumoid" if I remember correctly, and the guy believed it and tried 
to explain the problem they had on this imaginary particle.



2/12: TELL US YOUR FAVORITE JOKE!

Creating a joke is one thing. But delivering it is 
another. I think my mother did a commendable 
job in that regard.

What do you call a computer that sings? Adele.

 I would tell you a chemistry joke but I doubt it 
would get a reaction *bdum tsst*

How do you make holy water? You boil the hell 
out of it!



2/14: COMPLETE THE SENTENCE: I LOVE...

Chocolate

 I love K-Pop.

Wolfram Mathematica

me

 impersonating Jeb Bush

music, planes, and physics!!!



2/19: WHAT IS THE MOST SURPRISING MESSAGE 
WE COULD EVER RECEIVE FROM SPACE ALIENS?

hey, you see the game last night? oh.... whoops, 
wrong contact

heyyyy ;)

 :P

Cereal should be eaten milk first.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHg5SJYRH
A0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHg5SJYRHA0


2/21: IF YOU COULD SEND A SINGLE SENTENCE 
TO YOURSELF 24 HOURS IN THE PAST, WHAT 
WOULD IT BE?

Sleep early

Go to sleep

Get some sleep

sleep more

Go to bed earlier

Go to bed early, you dingus. LOL

don't do your hw in bed, you will fall asleep



2/26: YOUR ANGRIEST LOOKING EMOJI:

😡

🤬

>:|

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:(

}:(((((((((((

>:{( I don't know what this is lol

👹



2/28: IF YOU HAD TO TEACH A CLASS, WHAT 
WOULDN'T IT BE ABOUT?

Python

how to move with fluidity

THE government

 it would not be about nazis

Time managment, speling

How to hide a dead body.

gimme that attendance points



3/5: WHAT CLEVER QUESTION SHOULD WE 
ASK ON THURSDAY?

What clever question should we ask on Tuesday?

What clever question do you think you should ask on 
Tuesday?

What clever question should we ask on Tuesday?

What clever question should we ask on next Tuesday?

What clever question should we ask on Thursday?

does anyone understand how to do the first problem



3/7: TITLE OF YOUR FUTURE THESIS

Why Newton was wrong

 I am never going to be a English major

The Optimal Number of Cats to Own

Double stuf oreos are a scam

 something something gravitational microlensing 
something general relativity. :D to be revised in the 
future

why dogs are scientifically better than cats

 thesis



3/12: IF YOU COULD CHOOSE ANOTHER NAME 
FOR YOURSELF, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

Eevee

The Greatest Human In The World

Orion ;)

Tesla

Natural Log

Water

 I like my name because it's always mistaken for 
something else.



Π: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE KIND OF PIE?

American Pie

French Silk

banana cream pie

The number

The crust :(

Num-pie



3/19: WHAT ARE YOU DOING OVER SPRING 
BREAK?

SLEEPING (and then "studying"...)

Going to chicago and sleeeeeping!

 road tripping to san diego!

Going back home to San Diego!

 stuDYING

 studying :)))))))))))))

Study :(

Thinking of Nic’s hat



3/21: WHAT'S YOUR SECRET HANDSHAKE?

The owo handshake ✋✋

 its secret...

 it's a secret

 It's a secret

 it's SECRET!

what is a secret handshake???

can't tell you

crying



4/2: HOW MANY JELLYBEANS COULD FIT IN 
CAMPBELL?

 too many bro

 so many

 many

 a lot

 One really big one

 More than 3?

 4 really big jellybeans

 ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

 Campbell is 6 stories, 1 story~3meters~1m8, assume a cube 
~18m^3, a jellybean is ~3cm^3, ~2.16*10^8 jellybeans



4/4: MOST DESTRUCTIVE SINGLE LINE OF 
CODE YOU CAN WRITE:

1/0

uwu

print (‘bomb’)

exit()

O w O 00000d598 U W U

print "I don't like python for astronomers"

#STEP 4: Plot Types of Detection vs Year of Discovery 
Bar Graph; Include Error Bars



4/9: DESCRIBE THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR 
DAY USING MOVIE TITLES:

 I REALLY WANTED THE QUESTION TO BE 
ABOUT THE FIRST EVER PICTURE OF THE 
BLACK HOLE BEING RELEASED TOMORROW 
AND I AM DISAPPOINTED CONSIDERING MOST 
FACILITATORS ARE ASTRO/PHYSICS MAJORS. 
THIS IS HISTORIC AND SHOULD BE GIVEN 
PROPER ATTENTION TO

Pain



4/11: HOW AMAZING WAS THAT BLACK 
HOLE PICTURE?



4/16: WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE BUILDING ON 
CAMPUS AND WHY?

 Campbell! It's clean!

 Campbell

 Campbell because of the sixth floor #demviewsdoe

 Campbell, because LeConte is bad and Campbell is 
amazing(from a physics student)

 Campbell because it's cool :)

 Campbell 6th floor

 Champelle!! Astro department :)))))

 Definitely not Evans.



4/23: WHAT IS THE FUNNIEST JOKE THAT ORION 
MADE (OR SHOULD HAVE MADE) DURING THIS 
DECAL?

pYtHoN iS eAsY

 im not sure if Orion made the numpy slides but 
"numpy is good, numpy is great" gave me life

 I dont remember her making jokes

 I am not a jokester

Coding is fun

Too many to choose from :)



4/25: WRITE A SHORT SHORT STORY.

Once upon a time, the children signed up for a 
python decal! Then they took the class, and then 
they finished their final project <3 And then they 
knew python.

There was once was an ugly barnacle. He was so 
ugly everyone died. The end.

 I did not sleep last night

One day, I lived. The End.



4/30: WHAT ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO 
OVER THE SUMMER?

 take the mcat! woooooo

 I will be getting my driver's license (finally) about two 
weeks after finals week. I will then be working as a 
student intern in LLNL's physics division.

Align a titanium-sapphire laser to do spectroscopy on 
a lithium-rubidium molecule, study for the Physics 
GRE, get back in physical shape, maybe take a small 
trip to México. ┗(＾∀＾)┛

FINNA BE MAKING THAT BREAD AND CATCHING 
THEM CRUMBS YEET



5/2: HIGHLIGHT OF THE SEMESTER:

 the end of it

 ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Christmas light

being proud of what I created after lots of hard work

Hanging out with Orion and Nick! :)

Meeting Orion ;)

 ¡Al hail Nicholas Rui! ヽ(●-`Д´-)ノ


